Functional consequences of agonist-mediated state transitions in the cholinergic receptor. Studies in cultured muscle cells.
Parameters associated with activation and desensitization of the nicotinic receptor in the BC3H-1 muscle cell line have been compared with the state transitions that result upon combination with agonist. 125I-labeled cobra alpha-toxin is found to bind to an apparent single class of surface nicotinic receptors on the cells in situ with a rate constant of 1.15 x 10(5) M-1 s-1. The competition between cholinergic ligands and alpha-toxin reveals that agonists, but not classical antagonists, will promote a slow conversion to a receptor state where the affinity for agonists is enhanced. Moreover, agonists such as carbamylcholine elicit a permeability increase to 22Na+ ions that slowly decrements at a rate and to an extent closely paralleled by the conversion of the receptor to the high affinity state. Upon removal of the agonist, both the affinity increase and the diminished permeability change are completely reversible and again exhibit similar kinetics for their return to the original state. A comparison of the capacity of full agonists to compete with alpha-toxin binding and elicit a permeability change suggests that in the absence of agonist, receptor predominates in a low affinity activatable state. Binding of agonists to the low affinity state exhibits little if any cooperativity (n = 0.97 to 1.31), while the corresponding permeability change appears more cooperative (n = 1.31 to 1.52). By contrast, when receptors have been previously equilibrated with agonists, occupation of the receptor occurs over a 3- to 5-fold lower concentration range. Binding following equilibration closely correlates with a concomitant decrease in activatable receptor resulting from equivalent exposure to agonist. Furthermore, under equilibrium conditions, the binding of full agonists is typified by a moderate degree of homotropic cooperativity (1.25 to 1.44), enabling the receptor to desensitize over a narrow range of agonist concentration. Simultaneous measurement of occupation and activation parameters has enabled us to compare a state function for desensitization which is generated from binding parameters with the reduction in permeability seen in the desensitization process. A scheme describing the association of agonist with two functionally distinct receptor states is developed to account for the cooperative relationship between agonist binding and desensitization of the receptor.